camsoda chat rooms
CamSoda has performers from all around the world, with some transgender models, a few couples, and solo guys, show
up in a live cam session where anyone takes part in for free. But you do need to create an account, it's an easy action and
doesn't even require a credit card, if you do spend some credits or purchase a membership, you will have access to
videos, galleries, hundreds of profiles and get the models attention.
After the registration, you can move forward to explore the website
and have fun with the models. CamSoda has a classic live cam interface which works smoothly but would be great if
they had an advanced search. if you scroll down the page you will see the image preview with the performers online,
currently, they have a few hundreds.
It's possible to see live images from the chat room by hovering over the previews without entering the chat room, You
will become able to chat and read the performer's profile with one click of the mouse. For having a good experience feel
free initiate a private chat, you should know that almost all the performers are asking 30 tokens for a one-minute private
show. Of course, some models ask more, but you are able to see the price before starting a private session, so you can
decide though you want to pay or not. Most part of the time the girls work in public room for tips, so you and other
members might ask them, to do you a favour after giving them some credits.
Spending some tokens you can activate her smart sex toy (a lot of performers use), you can play any of the games they
offer, it becomes a more interactive experience.
Taking into consideration how important is for you to look at all those amateur performers on the live chat generally
you will find better webcam quality and always fluid motion, although the webcams aren't marked as HD, as well as the
desktop version, the mobile device interface is clear and easy to use.
There is no reason not to try Camsoda, beside all those hot babes at a reasonable price, some of the popular names show
up here are Dani Daniels, Moka Mora and Tori Black.
$3/minute
Pros
free nudity
reasonably priced
mobile-friendly
Cons
no advanced search
must register to browse the site
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